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Abstract.
This paper explores the relationships between some the problems of the Fermi Paradox (FP), with its variety
of possible answers; and the Problem of Induction, and thus the possibility of a Theory of Everything.
We seek to improve the hierarchy of plausibility within answers to FP, given by what we call “preference criteria”,
among which we particularly highlight culture-independence. We argue that, if the question of whether a Theory
of Everything is possible is answered negatively, then FP becomes much more serious than otherwise, and this
makes many of FP’s solutions less preferable. This constitutes a further preference criterion.
Armed with this tool, we try to outline a network of relative truths between FP and the Problem of Induction, in
the form of a cross-answer table. Only two or three combinations of answers survive as preferable: 1) degenerate,
pure solipsistic metaphysics; 2) accept Induction and the Anthropic Principle at the same time, thus saying
that the human condition is a very rare one in the universe; or 3) that the Theory of Everything exists and its
discovery is the Great Filter. This latter possibility is discussed with its implications for the current scientific
and economic progress of our civilization.

1 Introduction and state of art

Scientists carry out a finite, always expandable, number of observations and, assuming the existence of some
regularity in natural phenomena, formulate a sequence of theories with the inductive method. We do not know
what this regularity, or Law of Nature, is. We cannot claim to know it with certainty, ever, since that would
mean that the theory describing the Law would not be falsifiable. However, scientists suppose that the Law
exists; otherwise, it cannot be researched and approximated better and better.
The existence of an absolute Law of Nature – a regularity independent of human knowledge and intrinsic to
reality - is not a scientific principle. It is rather a meta-scientific principle; it is an axiom, necessary to the
scientific method itself. This is also called Cosmological Principle (CP): the uniformity of all phenomena, in
space, time and with respect to other parameters (e.g. the frame of reference). This “uniformity” with respect
to the Law is just another way of expressing the regularity, which constitutes the Law itself.
The Problem of Induction [1], i.e. the question of whether the CP is true or not, is therefore an open philosophical
problem. It cannot admit scientific or empirical proof (something like: “centuries of successes confirm the validity
of the inductive method”), since any such proof would be circular.

Here we want to consider the relationships between the Problem of Induction and another open problem,
the Fermi Paradox (FP). It consists in the fact that, according to some common assumptions, we expect to
detect the presence of extraterrestrial intelligent beings (called sophonts from here on); but this expectation
is betrayed by the data (see however [2]), according to which our entire past light cone is totally devoid of
intentional [3] or unintentional [4] traces of such civilizations. From now on, we will refer to FP in this most
general formulation, following [5], who dubs it the “strong Fermi Paradox” (sFP).
From an astrophysics point of view, FP consists of the discrepancy between two time-scales. One is the time
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plausibly required for a technological civilization to colonize the whole galaxy. According to our scientific knowl-
edge it must be at least 105 years, since this is the diameter of the Milky Way (MW) in light years and it is not
possible to travel faster than light. On the other hand, with our current technological capabilities, we would
be able to colonize the Galaxy in a maximum of 108 years – or even faster, with the use of self-replicating
Von Neumann probes [6]. During this time, we can expect our technology and scientific knowledge to increase,
making colonization techniques faster. This “Fermi-Hart time-scale” ∆TFH (in honour of [7] and [8]) is therefore
limited between these three orders of magnitude.
The other time-scale describes how late humanity reached a technological level (i.e. radio technology, and the
construction of other tools that allow to us to detect technosignatures and biosignatures [9]) compared to other
sophonts. Assuming that the time required on Earth for the emergence of complex life and intelligence is about
the usual time (as a consequence of Mediocrity Principle), humanity appeared as quickly as the formation of
our planet compared to other habitable rocky planets. Researches such as [10] has estimated the median age
of planets of this type as T̄pl = (6.4 ± 0.9) · 109 years. Hence, the late of humanity can be evaluated by the
Lineweaver timescale ∆TL := T̄pl − T⊕ = (1.8± 0.9) · 109 years.
Stochastic models can be elaborated to describe in greater detail the expected rise and expansion of extrater-
restrial civilizations, but they will always have to deal with the discrepancy between these two scales, according
to which some sophonts should have had time to build a Kardashev III empire (for the Kardashev levels, see
[11] and [12]) at least for eighteen times (or 18000 times, in the worst case) in our galaxy. But such an empire
clearly does not exist, according to what we can see.

1.1 The Fermi quadrilemma

The Fermi Paradox is a multi-lemma. A di-lemma is a class of paradoxes that admits two possible answers,
both paradoxical, that is, both breaking some deep-rooted belief. Sometimes, when there are three paradoxical
possibilities allowed, we speak of a “tri-lemma”. Numerous answers to FP have been proposed [13], and each
of them challenges one of our long-held beliefs. Following again [5], it is possible to classify these numerous
possible solutions by looking at the long-established philosophical and scientific assumptions on which FP is
based: every attempt at a solution must violate at least one of these assumptions, and this is what gives it a
paradoxical nature.
The fundamental assumptions of FP are:

1. Scientific Realism: there is an objective reality and empirical data (essentially) describe it;

2. Mediocrity (or Copernican) Principle: the human condition is not special, neither for the planet nor
for the time in which we appeared, nor for being a living creature, an intelligent being, or a member
of a technological society. The Mediocrity Principle is called into question by the Anthropic Principle,
according to which the very fact that we exist and are capable thinking about our condition gives a
selection effect that should be taken into account, so that our special role, for one or from the other
aspect, it can be justified;

3. Gradualism: there are no essential differences between the phenomena we see today and those that
happened in the past, or that will happen in the future. We can hence extend our current observation to
explain evolution throughout time, without the need for catastrophic deus ex machina;

4. and some economic assumptions, i.e. that it is convenient and plausible for a civilization to undertake a
path of evolution that increasingly increases its detectability.

Looking at this taxonomy, we say that FP is a “quadri-lemma”. Violation of each assumption allows for a
corresponding class of answers. Respectively:

1. Solipsistic Solutions: They can be more or less respectable, from the Bostrom’s simulated universe [14], to
conspiracy theories according to which governments are hiding aliens to us. All of these reject empirical
data, for some reason.
Absolute solipsism, that is, the denial of an objective reality, is a philosophical answer of this class. Note
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that solipsism negates the Cosmological Principle, but one can refuse CP without denying the existence
of reality, if the real world has no regular Laws.

2. The Rare Earth: These are answers such as that planetary systems are not common in the universe [15];
or that planets are usually unsuitable for life; or that abiogenesis is very rare [16]; or the development
of complex life forms is rare [17, 18]); or it is the emergence of intelligent species [19]; or building a
technological society [20]. In any case, this class of solutions suggests that there is something unique, or
at least very rare, in the situation we are experiencing today as humanity, and we should not imagine a
universe teeming with similar civilizations.
In this class we can find all religious answers, [21] e.g., which violate not only the Mediocrity Principle,
but also the Naturalistic Principle.

3. Catastrophes: That some extreme event commonly destroys intelligent species before they are able to
manifests themselves to us; see [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27], and also [28]. If the destruction is triggered by
the level of advancement of civilization (to a level lower than that required for interstellar contact), it is
usually called Great Filter [29, 28].

4. Logistic Solutions: If technological civilizations are common and do not end prematurely, and it is true
that we do not see them, then we should fall in a class of answers according to which their development
usually follows a path that hides them from us. Here we find, e.g., the Hermit Hypothesis [30] – which the
average civilization actively hides from others – the Dark Forest Hypothesis [31] and the Zoo Hypothesis
[32].

1.2 Preference criteria

Although FP is an open problem and numerous answers are possible, given our current knowledge it must be
stressed that not all of them equally plausible, or preferable. A rational method of investigation can include
not only criteria of truth – that is, intellectual instruments with which some options can be excluded – but
also criteria of preference, which cannot totally exclude possibilities, but which establish a hierarchy within the
range of all possible options, indicating which ones should be considered first, while the others can be ignored
until proven otherwise. A well-known preference criterion in science and philosophy is the

• Occam’s Razor.

It cannot say anything about the truth. It cannot exclude that the world may follow a very complicated set
of laws, with totally unnecessary elements (e.g., the second and third generations of Standard Model particles
would not be necessary to explain the phenomena known until the early XX century, but they were found to
exist nevertheless).
Occam’s Razor can also be applied to FP, and other similar criteria can be sought, to build a hierarchy of
preference within the numerous proposed and admissible answers to the Paradox. Namely, the Razor is a
consequence of the broader

• Principle of Rationality,

according to which those solutions that are worse than the problem itself should be disfavoured. This is the case
with most conspiracy answers: such a mentality poses worse problems than FP, since it would not be allowed to
start from consolidated scientific knowledge to think about the world. The same can be said for religious and
mystical answers (according to which life and/or intelligence were created only once by a supernatural being),
which violate Naturalism as well as Copernicanism.
Another consequence of the Principle of Rationality, which applies above all to FP, was introduced by Brin in
’83. He called it

• Non-Exclusivity,
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according to which “diversity tends to prevail, unless there exists a mechanism to enforce conformity” [33]. The
extreme variety of forms of life, psychologies and societies that can arise (according to our current knowledge
on the matter), compared to the uniformity of the Great Silence in the universe, points out to a unique and
uniform explanation for such a Silence. If the right explanation is not uniform and has something to do with
diversity, then it is natural to imagine that diversity prevails, giving room to exceptions – but we see none
of such exceptions. Hence, it is natural to believe in some mechanism that imposes the inexorable uniformity
observed.
This means, in particular, that mixed answers are disfavoured, and this reinforces the taxonomy we sketched
in the last paragraph. A “preferable answer” to PF should fall entirely in one of the four classes, making the
classes themselves better defined. And this is natural: choosing a class means (paradoxically) rejecting one of
the deeply-believed philosophical assumptions of FP; so choosing two or more classes at the same time means
violating two or more of these assumptions, which is even more paradoxical and less preferable.
We want to stress a noteworthy consequence of Non-Exclusivity that we will call

• Cultural Independence.

That is to say that a good answer to FP should be independent from the cultural characteristics of sophonts
– because the extreme biochemical, anatomical, psychological and cultural variety of imaginable civilizations
indicates that such a common feature that should solve FP does not exist. Remembering Brin’s words, the
“mechanism than enforces conformity” cannot have a cultural nature, otherwise it would not be uniform.
Almost all the Catastrophic and the Logistic Solutions turn out to be culture-dependent. The choice to focus
on qualitative development and live like hermits [30]; or migrate to unexpected regions of space [34]; or try to
exploit the energy of a rotating black hole [35, 36], without having the skills to control it safely; or to build and
use weapons [26]; or to exhaust the environment [25]; or to build a static utopic or dystopian society; these are
all culturally determined.
Before concluding this Section, we note that additional preference criteria cannot be found among the FP’s
assumptions. E.g., it would not be legitimate to appeal to the Mediocrity Principle to deny preference to some
possible solution. The very point of FP is exactly that at least one of its assumptions must be false, so, from this
point of view, any answer must be “unpreferable”, for one reason or another. But, since all answers share this
minimum unpreferability, then it is not useful for tell which are least worse; therefore this fact can be neglected
and does not provide preference criteria.

2 Theories of Everything and FP

Let us now consider the possible answers to the Problem of Induction (PoI) – whether we decide to believe in
the Cosmological Principle (CP), or not – and their respective consequences for FP. Let’s start from the first
possibility: that the Law of Nature actually exists.

2.1 If the Cosmological Principle is assumed

Then, we call a scientific theory that describes it “Theory of Everything” (ToE). We must stress the difference
between the Law and the ToE. All scientific theories must be falsifiable [37]. They are models; merely human
attempts to describe the very Laws of Nature. The theory does not coincide with the Law; it is just an effort,
an approximation. A ToE would be the best possible approximation. The same Law can admit many different
formulations for its ToE, with different languages (even in non-mathematical language?), but ToEs still have
the property to be unimprovable.
If a theory were effectively the Theory of Everything, it will never be falsified. Nevertheless, even if scientists
formulate it, they will never have the epistemological certainty that it is the true ToE. One must always consider
the possibility of an experiment or observation that confute it. Thus, they will always have to contemplate the
possibility that the ToE does not truly describe the Law of Nature.
Such a situation would mean the end of the scientific progress – due to the ultimate success of science. This may
be astounding in a society that usually takes for granted that progress is limitless. This myth of an unlimited
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scientific progress comes from the principle (in philosophy of science) that all scientific theories are falsifiable,
and from the fact (in history of science) that almost all past theories have eventually been falsified. However,
even if all theories can fall, this does not mean that they must fall. In particular, a ToE would not fall.
Continuing along this line of thought, we can observe that any scientific theory consists of a prohibition, of a
claim of impossibility - rather than of possibility of building new technologies and progressing. Any scientific
theory claims that only the phenomena allowed by the theory itself can occur: among all the other phenomena
we can imagine, none of them can happen. The broader is the exclusion, the more noteworthy and advanced
the theory, and the more falsifiable, in the Popperian sense. The ToE should be seen as the ultimate obstacle,
for society discovering it, rather than a source of technical applications.

The technological development of humankind has so far supported by scientific progress. Knowledge of new
aspects of nature has allowed us to exploit them. Each of these phenomena has a maximum of possible exploita-
tion but, each time, another scientific discovery arrives to relaunch progress, before the previous discovery has
exhausted its potential.
In other words: any system, with a given law, has a Malthusian limit of development. Science allows us, every
time, to discover that this law is not the definitive one, and that there is a greater system for developing, with
a higher limit. Scientific progress continually breaks the Malthusian ceiling, allowing for (seemingly) infinite
development.
We can give a quantitative evaluation of this mechanism by plotting the growth of humankind’s Kardashev
value over the last two centuries (since Industrial Revolution initiated the current auto-catalysis [38]); data
taken from [39, 40].
If we take the Energetic Determinism as valid (compare with [41]), we see that human progress is well approxi-
mated by an exponential: see Figure 2.1. Since Kardashev’s is a logarithmic scale, this is equivalent to a linear
time dependence K(t) ∼= t−t0

T .
This exponential is the superposition of many exponential explosions (i.e., the five successive Industrial Revo-
lutions of these centuries [42, 43, 44]; Moore’s Law is another particular example [45, 46]), refuelled again and
again by science.
Exponential progress will end when a ToE is discovered. The Malthusian limit of a ToE cannot be broken,
because the ToE cannot be improved with a broader theory. Once the (accessible) universe is exhaustively
described by a ToE, its model gives a closed system, with fixed resources. These resources may be exploited for
a while, after the discovery of the ToE, but sooner or later the exponential explosion must end.
The analysis above was done for human civilization, but it can be generalized for any sophont. We can’t know
if other civilizations have a scientific method similar to ours, and assuming this would introduce a cultural
dependence; but nevertheless, we can say that climbing the Kardashev scale always requires extracting new
resources, from new phenomena in the universe. For the Mediocrity Principle, we should believe that the typ-
ical technological society grows with an exponential regime, as we are doing; and with a similar characteristic
time-scale of approximately T = 1370+2862

−553 years, needed to grow by each entire Kardashev degree. This is
coherent with the recent research [47]. A consequence of Scientific Realism is that the universe, and its Law, is
the same for any intelligence that investigates it, regardless of method and language; it is culture-independent.
We must therefore conclude that any technological society must end its exponential progress, once it discovers
a ToE (expressed in its own language).

Two notes need to be made here. First, the end of the exponential regime does not necessarily mean the end
of civilization, nor the end of its development. Growth may continue (for example by reaching more and more
stars and exploiting their energy), and may even be unlimited, but it will no longer be exponential over time.
This becomes clear if we try to extend our linear regression K(t) into the future. Humankind is predicted to
reach the III Kardashev level in the year 5145+6774

−1308 A.D. But it is not physically possible to colonize a galaxy
with a diameter of 105 light years in less than ten millennia, according to all our scientific knowledge: there
would not even be time to reach most of the stars. In fact, the Fermi-Hart time-scale is assumed to be less than
105 years. Reducing the Fermi-Hardt time-scale would mean breaking the speed of light limit. This can’t be
ruled out, in principle, because Special Relativity is also a falsifiable scientific theory, and could be improved
with a future theory. But, even if this were to happen to Special Relativity, sooner or later a ToE will be
reached, and its limits to the growth cannot be exceeded. If we take for example as the speed of light limit is
valid, the colonized volume can grow at most as (ct)3, and the same for the number of the stars reached, and
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Figure 1: Regression line for K(t) data, from 1800 to 2019

for energy production. This would be a power law increase, and no longer exponential.
Secondly, it must be stressed that technological progress does not coincide with scientific progress. Even if
the resources and phenomena unlocked by a theory are limited, this is not necessarily the case for the possible
applications of the theory, and for its logical consequences. This also applies to a ToE. However, physical
limitations remain. No incompleteness theorem [48] or computer development can allow us to reach 1010 stars,
a hundred thousand of light years away, within ten millennia from today, if the speed of light limit holds.

2.2 If the Cosmological Principle is refused

Let’s now investigate the other option, that is, that the Law of Nature does not exist.
This is the case implied by solipsism, according to which there is not “real world”, so the theories we propose
starting from our data are only apparent and fallacious.
In any case, if CP does not hold, a ToE will never be found. No ToE means no obstacles. There is no reason, in
principle, why the regime in Figure 2.1 should eventually end. We must believe that the typical technological
society can proceed indefinitely with the exponential technological explosion, and with a characteristic time-
scale that is similar to ours T = 1370+2862

−553 years.
As we have seen, this forces us to reduce the evaluation of the Fermi-Hart time-scale to ∆TFH

∼= 3T =
41108586−1659

∼= 2450 ÷ 12700. As we said above, FP consists of the discrepancy between the Lineweaver and
Fermi-Hart time-scales, and we see how in this case the discrepancy becomes more serious, of at least two
orders of magnitude.
This is our crucial observation: that PoI has a close correlation with FP. If CP does not hold, the “seriousness”
of FP becomes ∆TL/∆TFH

∼= (0.79÷ 1.1) · 106; while, if CP holds, the same “seriousness” evaluation returned
∆TL/∆TFH

∼= 9 ÷ 27000. FP is a quadri-lemma; the temporal discrepancy suggests us to drop, or at least
weaken, one of the four assumptions we deeply believe in.
The more serious is the discrepancy, the more the assumptions must be weakened to justify it. FP assumptions
do not have a binary truth value. A (relatively) not very severe FP can be solved by changing the truth value
of one of these assumptions in a non-radical way, after all. But the more serious the FP, the more radically the
value of truth must have changed, and the more counterintuitive (i.e. paradoxical) the result. If CP does not
hold, FP has a seriousness of ∼ 106, then a Great Filter, a rarity mechanism for Earth, or a Logistic mechanism,
needs to be applicable to at least ∼ 99.9999% of sophonts, for solve it.
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What we describe here is an extreme version of the Fermi Paradox (eFP), worse even than the strong
formulation (sFP) that we gave in the Introduction following Cirkovic’s formulation. This version of the paradox
can be more clearly enunciated in this way: ”If any scientific theory can be eventually confuted (this is the case
in which the Clarke’s Third Law [49] or the Shermer’s Last Law [50] apply), then at least one of the four FP’s
fundamental assumptions must be negated with absolute certainty”; namely:

1. Our empirical data are totally uncorrelated to an objective reality; or

2. Life, or intelligence, or technology at least, present on Earth, constitute a unique exception and nothing
similar to us can exist in the entire universe (including regions beyond our visible universe); or

3. It exists a Great Filter, it is completely inevitable and it will occur to human species; or

4. Intelligence and technology leads inevitably to avoid any contact with other intelligent and technological
beings.

We have to deal with it in the case the CP is violated and, under this hypothesis, this adds a new preference
criterion:

• An FP answer is preferable if it also resolves eFP.

Most answers in the Rare Earth, Catastrophic and Logistic categories do not meet this requirement, because
their “mechanism to enforce conformity” is not sufficiently inexorable. The same can be said for conspiracy
theories: the “strong powers” may hide contact with one alien species, or with ten of them, but it would be too
difficult to hide thousands or millions of contacts, without any exception.
On the other hand, the religious versions of the Rare Earth give an answer to eFP. Creationism, for instance,
states that life has intrinsic features that cannot emerge spontaneously from non-living matter; so that all the
life on our planet (as well as any eventual life on other planets) must be created through a free act of a super-
natural being, namely ”God”. If ”God” is unique, and if they choose to create life only once, on our Earth -
and these are beliefs usually held among creationists - then the Earth cannot have an analogous in the entire
(visible or not) universe. The total arbitrariness and exceptionality of divine creation reduces the probabilities
of the appearance of sophonts to exactly zero. However, remember that these answers violate the Principle of
Rationality.
Finally, we can here take into consideration the most Solipsistic solution with new eyes. In this subsection, we
are under the hypothesis that CP is not valid, which is already implied by Solipsism. In particular, if the CP
is rejected because there is no objective world, then we are led to choose pure solipsism as the right solution of
FP. It is just the logical consequence of our hypothesis, and a logical criterion of truth prevails over a criterion
of preference, as is the Principle of Rationality.

2.3 A cross-answer table

Here we add a couple of remarks. First, that the rejection of CP is a sufficient, but not necessary, condition
to generate the extreme Fermi Paradox. We can in fact imagine the case in which the real world exists, and is
subjected to a regular Law of Nature, but such that this Law does not forbid unlimited exponential development.
Or even such that it imposes a Malthusian limit on growth, but with a limit so high that FP is still promoted
to eFP. Let’s say, a limit for civilizations of the type XX for Kardashev [51].
To describe the relationships between PoI and FP, we should therefore distinguish, for the former, between
different degrees of answers. Namely:

0. CP does not hold, because there is no objective world (pure solipsism);

1. CP does not hold, because the objective world exists, but has no regularity;

2. CP is valid, but the Law of Nature imposes a limit on exponential growth above Kardashev degree III;

3. CP is valid and the limit of the Law is less than the III degree Kardashev.
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Each of them returns different consequences for FP.
As a second remark, let us remember that sFP does not limit itself to excluding a type III civilization in the

Milky Way (MW), but applies to all possible traces of sophonts on our past light cone, also taking into account
other galaxies. An analogue of the Fermi-Hart time-scale ∆TFH(Ω) can be defined for any region Ω of space
containing the Earth, larger or smaller than our galaxy.
The larger the space considered, the longer the time-scale of colonization, but the more numerous the places
where civilizations can arise, in Lineweaver time. E.g., for the Local Group, the possible spots are approximately
ten times more than those of the MW alone; but the diameter is a hundred times greater, so that this amplitude
of space it is ten time less probable to be completely colonized by sophonts. If the speed of light limit is
considered valid, the visible universe is the largest region to be considered, containing ∼ 1010 galaxies, and the
time needed to colonize it diverges to infinity, it is impossible that occur in Lineweaver time (but see [52] about
that).
On the other hand, the density of stars in the MW is almost homogeneous, so that, if we consider a smaller
spherical region of space the possible sophont sources decrease with the cube of the diameter, and the probability
of complete colonization becomes increasingly smaller, proportionally to the square of the diameter. MW is
the region of space for which this probability (that a sophont that arose within it, colonized it completely)
is maximum, and it is the region that must naturally be taken into consideration, if one wants to solve FP
independently from the scale.
The above scenario is valid as long as the light speed limit is taken for granted. Otherwise, for CP violations
of degree 0, 1 or 2, a civilization sufficiently developed to overcome the Theory of Relativity is expected. The
analogue of the Fermi-Hart time-scale ∆TFH(Ω), required to colonize the whole Ω :=visible universe (i.e. to
reach the IV Kardashev degree), would be 4T ∼= 3300÷ 17000 years. Again, this is five orders of magnitude less
than Lineweaver time but, within the same ∆TL time interval, there are ÷1010 more possible sophont sources to
consider. Now, the question is: why has not a type IV civilization (instead of III) already colonized the whole
visible universe (instead of just MW); and, if it did, why don’t we see this fact? But it is a question ∼ 3

410
10

times more serious than FP on MW.
This generalization is not limited by the edge of the visible universe. In fact, this obstacle is also due to the
speed of light limit. For a developed enough technology, it can be broken [53, 54]. Hence, we have to consider
FP over regions of space much larger than our visible universe, without any limit. The seriousness of eFP
increases as ∝ 3

K 1010(K−3), with the Kardashev degree K. If we are in case 2 of violation of CP, and if the
ToE places an absolute Malthusian limit at a given KM > 3, then substituting this KM returns the highest
seriousness of FP. For cases 1 and 0, a cut-off can be only be given if the universe is topologically compact,
i.e. if its spatial curvature is positive. For a spatially infinite universe which does not meet the Copernican
Principle, FP is infinitely serious, and the truth value of (at least) one of its assumptions must be exactly zero.
Here we note how FP and PoI can be linked to another open scientific and philosophical question: whether the
universe is infinite or not.
Anyway, we must face the fact that eFP is more serious than sFP by at least tens of orders of magnitude, instead
of just three to six orders of magnitude, as we calculated in preliminary estimates in the last subsection. This
is the “extreme” feature of eFP. So, if you decide to answer to PoI with a degree 2, 1 or 0 answer, then you are
forced not to prefer FP solutions in the Rare Earth, Catastrophes or Logistic classes, since (as we already said)
almost none of these mechanisms is efficient enough to justify a discrepancy of tens or orders of magnitudes; so
they are pushed aside by the eFP preference criterion.

In the speculations of this Section, we have considered many options for both the problems of Induction
and FP, and have discussed their mutual implications. We can now summarize our findings with a cross-answer
table: see Figure 2.3.
For what we dubbed degree 0 of PoI, i.e. a purely solipsist picture, we are led by tautology to choose a Solipsistic
Solution: pure solipsism, in fact. For the other degrees there is an objective world, so that the Principle of
Rationality prevails, which suggest us not to prefer Solipsistic Solutions.
For degrees higher than 0 we then consider the other three classes of answers to FP, asking ourself whether
they are preferable or not, according to our criteria. We have already said in the previous Section that almost
all proposed Catastrophic and Logistic Solutions depend on culture and should be set aside. Furthermore, for
degrees 1 and 2 of PoI the new preference criterion from eFP must be taken into account. It is infinitely serious
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Figure 2: Cross-answer table between Induction Problem and FP. Legend:
X: excluded by logic
V: preferable answer
*: unpreferable answer, because Rationality Principle
**: unpreferable answer, because culture-dependent
†: unpreferable answer, because eFP

at degree 1 and still very very serious at degree 2. A Rare Earth, Catastrophic or Logistic solution can only
address eFP if it offers no chances of avoiding it. No mechanism like this has ever been proposed, as far as we
know. The only exception is the religious answer, ruled out by the Principle of Rationality.
After all the preference criteria have been applied, only two boxes in the table remain preferable. One is the
degenerate case of pure solipsism, which answers to all real-world problems by saying that such a thing simply
doesn’t exist. Technically it belongs to the realm of possibilities, but it doesn’t tell us much about the topic.
However, it is interesting how far this degenerate option is from the other survived box. That is to say that if
you want to put a little solipsism in your answer, then you are forced to fall in the absolute solipsism; otherwise,
solipsism should be totally avoided. The intermediate degrees 1 and 2 do not have any preferable boxes.
The second preferable option prescribes abandoning the Mediocrity Principle and to accepting the Copernican
Principle, in his strongest form. Not only does a Law of Nature exist, but this Law must induce some inevitable
obstacle to the exponential development of technological societies, an obstacle that occurs at a Kardashev degree
KM < 3, thus exorcising eFP. We have no way of predicting what the Law consists of (both for the reasons of
philosophy of science we mentioned above, and for inadequacy of current human knowledge). In any case, the
formulation we have presented, in terms of the Kardashev scale, and therefore of energy control, suggests that
the Law should have something to do with energy. If, for example, a sufficiently developed civilization could
discover the perpetual motion of first kind, then the Kardashev scale may lose its raison d’être. Likewise, the
speed of light limit was one of the most natural obstacles we imagined, in our line of thinking, to exponential
development up to Kardashev’s III degree. This suggests that Special Relativity, or something similar, may
be a component of ToE. However, guessing the components of ToE is a hopeless effort. Indeed, it is totally
unreliable what a “natural” obstacle seems to us, or what form our formulation of eFP has taken, since these
once again derive from inadequate, current human knowledge.
Finally, it is perhaps possible to find a third preferable combination, which will be discussed extensively in the
next Section. This is the case where a ToE exists and somehow constitutes the Great Filter. We are therefore
once again in degree 3 of PoI. Most Great Filters are swept aside due to their dependence on cultural choices,
but this is not the case with a Great Filter that is a consequence of ToE. The Law of Nature is intrinsic to the
universe, regardless of the cultures that live within it and the formulation they can give it; hence, a mechanism
resulting from the Law would “enforce conformity” on these cultures.

3 Can the Theory of Everything be the Great Filter?

In the last Section we argue that the discovery of a ToE would soon put an end to the exponential development,
observable in the last two centuries of human civilization, with a characteristic time-scale of a few millennia;
what should hence be considered a common developmental regime among sophonts. We have stressed the fact
that a priori we see no reason why ToE should destroy the society that discovers it, nor should it stop its
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development. The only consequence that we can deduce with certainty is the end of the exponential regime,
while the growth may continue with a less rapid profile, as can be a power law.
Well, in this Section we will consider the possibility that, due to some currently unknown mechanism, the
discovery of a ToE has more severe consequences. Namely, the possibility that it could activate a Great Filter.
Recall that a Great Filter is a catastrophic event – that is, an event that breaks Gradualism in the history of
life, intelligence and technology – triggered by the achievement of an adequate level of development, which is
unavoidable or almost, which affects a high percentage of technological societies. Recall, moreover, that the
catastrophe does not necessarily have to consist in the elimination of the civilization. A radical change may be
sufficient, whereby the sophonts involved never become detectable sources of technosignatures or biosignatures;
and, in particular, for which they do not continue to expand their energy consumption, until they control of all
the suns of MW.
Looking at the exponential curve of energy versus time, what we are conjecturing is that the discovery of a ToE
occurs at a certain cut-off KM < 3 and that the curve cannot grow further. When the cut-off is reached, the
curve drops to zero; or at least it tends to be constant.
A ToE naturally indicates a level of development, as is required of a Great Filter. It is culture-independent.
These are the reasons for studying this possibility. The puzzle is to identify a mechanism that leads from a ToE
to a catastrophe.
The effort to imagine such a mechanism presents the same difficulty that is encountered in formulating a solution
to FP: we have only one example of an intelligent species and technological society. It is not trivial to tell if a
certain characteristic is intrinsic to intelligence itself, or whether it is limited to Homo sapiens.
We will try anyway, and we are forced to look at human society as a starting point.

We see that our technological explosion, of the last two centuries or more, is not decoupled from the rest of
the society [55]. In particular, a virtuous circle has been established between scientific research and financial
investments. Such rapid scientific discovers, and above all their industrial applications, are guaranteed by
increasingly solid economic support. At the same time, companies and investors can also increase their success
thanks to the profits obtained from new technologies. The more this machinery works and demonstrates its
own reliability, the more the markets have confidence in it and are willing to invest in science.
Indeed, the very notion of investment is consistent with the scientific mentality. The essence of science is
admitting our ignorance. We recognise that there is something we don’t know and that it could be something
important, so we make an effort to find out. In a similar way (and almost in the same period, i.e. around the
XVII century) European economics recognized that the production system in a given year does not necessarily
provide all the wealth that can be expect. Non-negligible increases in wealth may occur in the future, whenever
someone has a good enough idea and is able to put it in practice. So, instead of simply accumulating cash –
which is a good strategy if the wealth were constant – it is profitable to invest in such developments. This way
investors get a fraction of the new wealth and entrepreneurs are supported, so that the financial system works
faster.
We can say that investments are the economical evaluation of trust in the future [55]. This trust confirms
itself because, as long as finance works, it gives reasons to trust it. It depends on expectations, i.e. on human
psychology. Nevertheless, finance is not totally decoupled from the physical world. Investment money, which by
far represents the money that currently exists, is “imagined” money, which has value because enough peoples
believe that these are good investments. But some unimagined proof must be provided. Otherwise, sooner or
later, the financial bubble bursts. It happens sometimes, but these are temporary events, due to contingent
causes and specific unreliable products. On a larger scale, human economy has been growing for centuries and
its products are overall reliable.
General trust in future and its material evidence derives mainly from scientific and technological progress. The
fact that total wealth is not a fixed cake (which can simply be cut and divided among the guests), but that
it always increases (so that everyone’s portion can grow simultaneously), is fundamentally guaranteed by new
technologies, each one with a new value; by the discovery of new lands, deposits and materials; and by inventing
more efficient and convenient ways for each step.
In almost all scientific communities it is widely taken to be obvious that there cannot be an unlimited growth, for
any quantity, in any system; because, as we discussed above, a Malthusian limit of the system must always hold.
This perception of obviousness has rare exceptions. It is not a It is no coincidence that the economics community
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is the biggest exception. The intuition among economists says exactly the opposite: that unlimited growth is
not only possible, but necessary. Furthermore, exponential growth, expressed as a certain percentage per year,
is usually assumed, and an economy that grows of only 1 or 2% is considered “sick”, stagnant, or otherwise
abnormal. Exponential growth is considered the standard. Note that a 1% per year means a factor 1010 over
23 centuries: this is similar to the energy production rate we estimated from Figure 2.1, which generates eFP.
Of course economists are perfectly aware of Conservation of Mass and Energy and the limit of light speed, but
such obstacles to growth are really too far away for the scopes of their science, and can be neglected.

A society structured in this way is vulnerable to the discovery of a ToE. If our trust in future and our
economic system are based on unlimited scientific progress, the end of this progress would be a serious blow for
the functioning of the entire society. What we are saying is that, in the light of a degree 3 answer to PoI, the
very nature of the human progress in the Modern Era looks like a huge financial bubble.
When a ToE is reached, it will likely take some time for the system to suffer the extreme consequences. First of
all because scientific method can never confirm that a theory is actually a ToE. However, after a certain period
in which no better theories have been found, common sense will consider this as a conclusion reasonable. It
will still take some more time for the ToE’s applications to run out. After few centuries from the discovery
of ToE, energy production will be forced to increase to the maximum according to a power law ∝ tn. The
annual percentage will hence be something like ∝ n/t, tending to zero. We could once again discuss whether
other kinds of innovation can nevertheless support the economy; but assuming that this is not the case, we can
conclude that the rate of economic growth will similarly tend to zero, proportionally to n/t. Trust in future,
once supported by technological progress and by the success of finance itself, will be undermined. Interest rates
will increase overall, returning to pre-modern levels, because the future will no longer have the same economic
value. Investors will start to imagine again the total wealth as a fixed pie, and to believe that, if any increase
occurs, it is predictably negligible. A fortiori, investments in science and technology will almost stop, and our
Kardashev degree will become almost constant. Such a radical and rapid regime change can be considered a
catastrophe, and possessed the characteristics one would like to find in a Great Filter or in a Logistic Solution.
Note that to avoid the discover of ToE by stopping scientific research would not protect humanity from this
crisis, but rather cause it prematurely; see also [56].
An even more pessimistic scenario can be proposed if we also consider the coupling between economy and
politics. The exponential economic regime in the Modern Era is believed to be one of the causes of reduction
of wars around the world [57]. In fact, still using the cake analogy, in a pre-modern economy a guest has no
way increasing her/his own portion except by taking from another: in a zero-sum game, aggressive strategies
are favoured [58]. In the modern economy, the total pie can grow, the game is not zero-sum, and collaborative
strategies can be more profitable, accelerating the growth of the pie. Post-modern economy will once again
be a zero-sum game, and aggression will once again become a profitable choice. However, post-modern wars
will be different from pre-modern ones, due to the destructiveness of weapons built in the modern technology
phase. This again opens to a nuclear holocaust scenario – possibly involving weapons more destructive than
current thermonuclear bombs. Even if humanity would not be completely wiped out by such a war, post-modern
zero-sum economy will lead society to such holocaust again and again, still preventing humanity from resuming
its development.
Recall that this last scenario is only the most pessimistic one. A definitive halt to progress may be peaceful,
but it would still be a “catastrophe”.

From the above analysis, we say that ToE can conceivably trigger a catastrophe for humankind. This is not
enough to conclude that it is the Great Filter, since we don’t know whether this analysis can be generalized to
any civilization. Many steps of our reasoning depend strongly on the features of human culture, so that this
mechanism does not seems to satisfy the culture-independence criterion.
However, humankind is the only example of a technological society we currently know, as we have stressed
previously. It can be conjectured that each sophont experiencing a technological explosion must support it
with its own version of “investments”, and its “trust in future” vanishes after the discovery of a ToE, leading
its development to halt, or at least to slow down a lot. If this is the case, then the Theory of Everything is
the Great Filter, and the corresponding box in Figure 2.3 is the correct cross-answer to both the Problem of
Induction and the Fermi Paradox.
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4 Conclusions, criticisms and future perspectives

The Fermi Paradox probably constitutes a sort of Rorschach Test [59], bringing out the personal psychology
of those who propose the solutions, with their relationship with diversity, or their deep fears towards society
and nature, rather than objectively plausible proposals. This caveat should be taken into account when any
proposed solution for FP is discussed. For instance, during the Cold War, the attempt to identify the Great
Filter with a nuclear holocaust got a lot of attention. Its plausibility was strengthened by witnessing of the
international politics of that time. In the same period, the mindset of the sphere of influence and interstellar
colonialism it was widespread, in relation to the predictable development models of the sophonts. And in fact
European colonialism then saw its last act, and geopolitics was dominated by two opposing spheres of influence.
Subjective opinions about human nature are too easily generalized to be believed for a generic sophont.
In the same spirit, it should be remembered that the present article is written by an author who lived through
the Great Recession of 2007-2009 and its aftermath; and warns the ecologic emergency, linked to the depletion
of environmental resources. Such fundamental fears could lead to the ToE Great Filter being granted more
plausibility than it deserves. This criticism is even more justified as Section 3 suffers from too anthropocentric
a point of view. We have argued that this flaw is seemingly unavoidable (as long as we have only one case study
of technological species), but it is a flaw nonetheless, and it makes the risk of approaching FP as a Rorschach
Test more serious. The speculations in Section 3 will have no more value than any other imaginative attempt
to divine the Great Filter, until a culture-independent mechanism is found that necessarily leads from a ToE to
a catastrophe.
As for Section 2, we believe it suffers less from personal arbitrariness, although the idea of limited resources still
plays a certain role in the interpretation of scientific laws as obstacles for development. The discussion could be
improved if some other preference criterion were formulated; or if new facts emerge, modifying the hierarchy of
preferences within the range of possibilities. Another way of improvement would be to move from qualitative to
a more quantitative models for rise and development of sophonts. The Fermi-Hart and Lineweaver time-scales
should be formalized in appropriate stochastic models, especially as regards their calculation on the generic
region Ω of space, which was roughly discussed in subsection 2.3. These estimations should subsequently be
applied to the quantitative evaluation of the “seriousness” of FP, and of how much the Mediocrity Principle,
Gradualism and the other assumptions of FP have to be violated. These are all matters for future work.
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